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10. Duan Inkstone 

M：What’s so special about this inkstone? How is it related to women? Did a female 

painter use it? 
 
F： This inkstone was made by Gu Erniang, a famous inkstone carver in the Qing 

dynasty. There weren’t many inkstone carvers who could carve names on inkstone at 
that time, let alone female inkstone carvers. 
 

M： I see! I thought women in ancient China were familiar only with needlework. I 

can’t believe that they even knew about inkstone carving. 
 

F： The background of Gu Erniang was special. Her father-in-law, Gu Delin, was a 

master of inkstone carving in Suzhou, and her husband, Gu Qiming, taught Gu 
Erniang inkstone carving skills. Unfortunately, her husband died young, so she 
inherited the Gu family’s business and had to run it on her own. 
 

M：She was an iron lady at that time! What’s so special about her inkstone? 

 

F： Gu Erniang was very talented at inkstone carving. She learned it from Gu’s family 

and mastered the skills. All her inkstones are representations of natural and classic 
elegance. Although this Duan inkstone does not look fancy, the curly lotus leaf 
patterns carved on the sides of the inkstone are very detailed, demonstrating her 
top-notch carving skill. None of her inkstones are ordinary, which explains why they 
were highly appreciated by the literati and artists at the time. They were proud of 
owning inkstones made by Gu Erniang. 
 

M：Does that mean she didn’t have to worry about her financial situation? 

 

F： Yes! Huang Ren, an inkstone collector, painter and calligrapher, knew about Gu 

Erniang. So he brought a piece of fine Duanxi stone from his hometown, Fujian, to 
Suzhou and asked Gu Erniang to carve it. His enthusiasm touched Gu Erniang, and 
they became good friends! She helped Huang Ren make many famous inkstones as 
well. 
 

M： I’m not an expert in inkstones, but I admire her so much. It would not be easy 

for a woman to inherit a family business and to succeed in gaining recognition in a 
patriarchal society at that time. Such a talented lady would stand out in the cultural 
industry nowadays. 


